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Sermon Archive 361 
 

Sunday 14 November, 2021 
Knox Church, Ōtautahi, Christchurch 
Lessons: Psalm 16 
   Hebrews 10: 11-25 
Preacher:  Rev. Dr Matthew Jack 

Before the sermon proper, here's a wee description of the Letter to the 
Hebrews, from which our second reading comes. 

There's little agreement about who wrote it.  It's almost certainly written by 
someone who's Jewish - someone who's interested in working through the 
Jewish question of how Jesus fits into all the long-established Jewish ways of 
"getting right with God".  Getting right with God as the patriarchs got right (by 
saying "yes" to the journey).  Getting right with God as the prophets called the 
nations to get right (by repentance and amendment of life).  Getting right with 
God as the priests helped the "grandparents" get right (with their wonderful, 
intricate web of temple rituals and sacrifices).  Hebrews looks at all the main 
ways in which the Hebrew people got right with God - explores them, then 
ponders what is meant for them by the life and death of Jesus, the resurrection 
of Jesus, the on-going presence of Jesus.  What of the old "getting right" is 
augmented?  What is fulfilled?  By Jesus, is anything made redundant and 
thrown away? 

Does that sound interesting to you?  It sounds like it should be - like we should 
pretend it is.  Alas; I actually find Hebrews a hard book to enjoy.  It's convoluted.  
It's full of references to old texts that I can't see are either necessary or relevant.  
It answers questions I don't feel any burning desire to ask.  But now and then, 
little pictures emerge from it that bring me to something new. 

A case in point?  The image is of a group of devoted priests, doing their daily 
duty in the temple - making the appointed sacrifices to God on behalf of the 
people.  Do we suspect one or two of them might be feeling like they're locked 
into something that isn't working?  One hopes not, because they seem like a 
hard-working crowd - and what we want for anyone (especially any faithful and 
persistent one) is a sense of meaning and satisfaction in the work-place.  But 
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from where the writer of Hebrews stands, we could understand if the priests 
were having a doubt or two.  The writer of Hebrews writes: 

Every priest stands day after day at his service, offering again and again the 
same sacrifices that can never take away sins. 

"Every priest", "day after day", "same sacrifices - that can never work"!  For a 
short word-picture, it's really full of the language of defeated circularity.  It's 
an image of a religious group committed to a particular practice, and faithfully 
observing it, even though there's this expanding awareness that it's simply not 
working.  Did someone once say, in parlance passé, that the definition of 
insanity was "doing the same thing over and over again while expecting a 
different outcome"?  Who will rid these priests of this turbulent circle? 

Convinced that it's not the "Knox way" to criticize the faith of others, let's make 
sure we preach this sermon not to the priests of another religion, or to another 
community of faith.  Let's preach it to the "devoted priest" in ourselves - that 
within us that is faithful, but progressively more "fearfully aware" that we are 
called to something else. 

-ooOoo- 

OK, so we're assuming that within each one of us is a faithful priest, who's 
come along on a Sunday to do something institutionally religious.  Within us is 
the priest who's stepped away from an individual life at home, to be part, even 
if just for an hour, of a community ritual - to be apart from private "being at 
home", to being part of a public reflection.  What does that faithful priest 
within us think our public religion is for? 

Well, if your inner-priest has read the sixteenth psalm, you're likely to think it's 
for our protection - for sheltering the human spirit from all that's dangerous 
or discouraging in the world.  You'll think that it's for the becoming noble of 
the human condition - encouragement along the way for us to grow into the 
best that we can be.  You'll think it's for reminding us, should we forget, that 
our lives have fallen into "pleasant places" - faith as a light revealing the many 
blessings.  You'll think that it's about "we shall not be moved" - which we hope 
means courage rather than intransigence.  Unfortunately, in the psalm, our 
inner-priest may also think that religion's about denigrating those others who 
have chosen other gods.  What's faith for?  In coming to the temple, what are 
we trying to achieve? 

When the writer of Hebrews looks at what the temple priests are trying to 
achieve, the goal seems to be the taking away of what in that world-view is 
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called "sin".  And what is sin?  It's what breaks the world as it should be.  It's 
broken relationships with our neighbours.  Broken relationships with 
ourselves, with our purpose.  It's broken relationships with the created order 
which is good and sustains us.  Broken relationships with our history and our 
destiny (our past and our future).  How shall we sing the totality of this 
brokenness - this "sea without a shore"?  Could we call it, perhaps, a broken 
relationship with the "God in whom we live, move and have our being"? 

What's our religion for?  In Hebrews, it's for is the mending of that deep and 
broad God-thing which is broken.  O, the priests are doing their best.  It would 
be mean to suggest they're not concerned for the people who've come to 
them.  But Hebrews presents their circular activity (every priest, day by day) 
as something that can never work.  This kind of "mending" at the altar isn't 
dealing well with the largeness of the deeply broken thing. 

I'm reminded of the time that Jesus spoke about people of broken 
relationships going to the priests for the putting right of things, for the 
mending of the broken God.  Jesus said "if you're offering your gift at the 
altar, and there remember that your brother has something against you, 
leave your gift there before the altar and go; first be reconciled to your 
brother, and then come and offer your gift . . ."  [Matthew 5:23-24]. And I 
guess going around the world, reconciling one to the other, is what Jesus 
himself was doing - part of his high-priesthood, as it were. 

There's something in Jesus' words that questions whether religious practice 
around the altar (with all its art and observance, its beautiful ritual) will ever 
have the power to mend what's broken - unless into the people's mind (as if 
it is written in their corporate heart) comes a concern for how things are 
between them and their sisters or brothers out there.  Leave the priests, for 
the moment, says Jesus, to do their thing with your offering.  They'll do what 
they do.  You need to be somewhere else, doing something smaller than 
healing the world, but something actually like healing the world.  What's 
religion for?  Sometimes it just might be for sending us somewhere else - in 
the footsteps of the great high priest. 

I said earlier that the writer of the book of Hebrews was fond of throwing in 
old quotations that aren't obviously helpful.  In contrast, here the writer 
throws in the promise voiced by the old prophet, Jeremiah, that God's gift to 
the people would be the writing of the law upon their hearts.  And, further, 
that this organic writing on the heart, when combined with God's capacity to 
remember sin no more, there would come forth something called a "new a 
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The Knox Church website is at: http://www.knoxchurch.co.nz.html .  Sermons are to be 
found under News / Sermons. 

living way".  When God (present to us in our neighbour, in our selves, in our 
purpose and our past, in our future and our hope, in our planet and our capacity 
to be still before the mystery of it all) - when that God meets with forgiveness 
our need to be forgiven, then surely will open to us a new and living way.  God's 
call to the people to embark on a new and living way . . . 

Flicking through the kind of things in Hebrews that spin around the new and 
living way, on my first few steps along the way this week, on Monday, even 
though it's my day off from priesting, I think I'll look at my heart - to see what 
God might be writing there.  On Tuesday, I'll seek out that person who's been 
on my conscience, and say to them "I'm sorry".  On Wednesday, I might try 
encouraging someone - the community of the high-priest does encourage the 
people.  Either that, or I'll just open the curtains and see if God shines in.  
(Temple curtains shield the people from God - apparently.)  On Thursday, even 
though it's sermon day, and I'll be busy writing, I might walk through Northlands 
Mall, exuding a confidence that nobody notices - or that some do notice, but 
identify as arrogance.  On Friday, I'll either have a long, deep bath in some pure, 
fresh water, or I'll check the ceiling cavity in the garage to see if there might be 
a great high priest hiding over my house.  On Saturday, I'll sit down at God's right 
hand and notice my enemies gathered under the footstool (they really shouldn't 
have chosen those other gods).  And on Sunday, quite likely I'll be right back 
here, because none of it will have worked quite the way I expected it to, and I'll 
feel I need - if not help, then at least some company.  Hopefully in the company 
I'll find some gentle old priest who can do something faithful and circular on my 
behalf - or point me to the Christ who's forming around me. 

People of God; let's not become addicts of what doesn't work.  Let's not become 
victims of a discouraging circle from which we never emerge.  Rather, let's use 
these moments of ritual togetherness (precious, reflective, companionable 
moments of a people on the way) to listen for what's being written in our heart, 
to ponder what has been given in the shape of a conscience that works.  Let's 
encourage one another, and see, slowly forming among us, the likeness of the 
One who forgives and mends what has been broken - the great high priest in 
whose life-momentum, we are swept along the new and living way. 

What's the purpose of it all?  Who are we becoming in Christ?  What now is 
being written on broken hearts?  Can the broken be mended?  In the name of 
the great high-priest who shares with us his flesh, his conscience, concern and 
faith, we keep together a moment of quiet. 

 

 


